Boston Terrier Club of America National Specialty

May 20-23, 2014 Wilmington, Ohio

Conformation Judge: Mrs. Colleen Brossard

Best of Breed:
102 MBISS GCH CH Katbird’s Evolution Matters At Kayas
Adrienne & Ariel Hullender and Marlene Lippert

Best of Winners:
93 Sabe’s Simply Invincible
Sharon Saberton

Best of Opposite:
119 MBISS GCH CH Ken’s N’ Roobarb N’ The Horse Ya Rode In On
Ken Roux, Vicki Wilt and Ruth Rauherz

Select Dog:
75 CH MOTIF’S UNSTOPPABLE AT RIO
Amy & Karen Beskau

Select Bitch:
110 CANDAR’S THIS GIRL IS ON FIRE
Candice, Darlus & Charlie Gerson

Award of Merits
12 MBISS GCH CH Gunther’s Gussied Up Edna
Andy and Jack McIlwaine and Brook Berth
21 MBISS GCH CH Peja’s N’ Ken’s Saddle’Em Up For Suze
Suze Suzanne Roberts
55 GCH CH Kennedy’s Bumble Bee, Sarah and Vicki Kennedy, Wanda Walthal and Tina Starr
63 CH Kaya’s Unleash The Mattness
Nicole Laslett
88 GCH CH Lonestar’s Yellow Rose
Jamie Allen
139 CH Lumberjack’s 100 Proof
Jennifer Lietzau and Georgann Mathis
154 CH Ri-Ja’s Driftwood Bella Luna
Cynthia Knipp- Jones
155 GCH CH Naughty Norteno’s Clik Clik Bang,
Marshan Fish and Kevin Norton
188 GCH CH Katbird’s All In The Family,
Kathryn Graves

All photos screen captured from video by Show Dog Video Pros
Order the video DVD of this show at:
http://www.showdogvideopros.com
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Winners Dog:
93 Sabe's Simply Invincible
Sharon Saberton

Reserve Winners Dog:
71 Candar's Fuel To The Fire
Candice, Darlus & Charlie Gerson

Winners Bitch:
174 Gunther's Femlin Gremlin
Brook Berth

Reserve Winners Bitch:
194 Martini's Glitter In The Air
Linda G. Martin & Misti Reid

Best In Sweeps
14 Bam's Roobarb Smoothie
A & B Munson & B Rooney

Best Opposite in Sweeps
93 Sabe's Simply Invincible
Sharon Saberton

Grand Futurity:
93 Sabe's Simply Invincible
Sharon Saberton

Best of Opposite in Futurity
152 Heartbeats Lady of Lorien
Victoria Wilt & Julia Smith Carter

Top Boston
MBIS MBISS GCH CH Gunther's Gussied Up Edna
Jack & Andrea McIlwaine and Brook W. Berth

Best Veteran
31 Keynote's Knockout Kid
Gwenn Weyandt & J Harner & C McCord & V Prater

Best Junior Handler -Daniel Pine

Conformation Judge:
Mrs. Colleen Brossard

Sweeps Judge: Mrs Roslie Nicks
Futurity Judges: Mr Clare Lodenstein & Ms. Jackie Breazeale
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The Folks & the Fun at BTCA

Candids from ringside